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The Artist Statement Guide 

By Wendy Law  Visual Arts Adviser 

Introduction 

The Artist Statement is a concise piece of text that does a great deal in communicating with 

those you want to reach including; curators, gallery directors, reviewers, grant funding 

panels, and the public. This guide will explore: 

 Why have artist statements 

 Who it is for 

 What the artist statement is not 

 How to write an artist statement 

The Artist Statement serves as an introduction to you and your work. The statement exists to 

support the work; it is not a substitute for looking at the work itself. The Artist Statement is 

primarily for communicating to others, it is a concise piece of text, a distillation of your artistic 

practice that can transfer to a variety of contexts, aid understanding, and increase interest in 

your work. 

 

As a practising artist the entry point to your work is often through written communication. 

Text may accompany images on a website, or even stands alone in the context of an 

application proposal for funding  the hardcopy proposal is often read in advance before any 

images are viewed by those making the decisions. Therefore the need to be able to sum up 

the essence of your artistic practice, in addition to any specific funding proposal is all 

important. If your written skills are not your strength, you might find a willing colleague or 

friend who is a capable writer who can help you with this. 

Why have Artist Statements? 

Writing a statement is an opportunity for you to position yourself and your practice. The 

process of writing a statement, the honing down of your practice in to a paragraph, or two, is 

in itself a valuable process. It is one which requires the articulation of your practice through a 

process of self-examination and self-awareness, of the motivations, preoccupations, 

aspirations, and creative ideas that underpin your work. If you’re struggling to define exactly 

that, you might consider booking a Professional Development Planning Session with us 

or completing the DIY online version. 

 

The artist statement taken as part of your approach to a public or private gallery provides a 

ready insight in to your work. When showing work, the exhibition curator or gallery director 

may draw information about your work from the statement to write a foreword for the 

catalogue or for promotional brochures. They may refer to the statement for the press 

release. 

http://www.culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/website/other_services.asp?view=&type=business&item=8343#8343
http://www.culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/website/search_all.asp?article_type=Factsheet&UP=TYPE_F&search_box=diy&main_activity=&spec_activity=&main_artform=&spec_artform=&NAV_SELECTED=&type=events&item=8344#8344
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A funding body as part of its application process often requires a short statement on your 

artistic practice, and the short statement is often used alongside the public listing of those 

artists who have been awarded funding. The ability to convey the meaning and motivations 

for your work in a concise piece of text can be as important as the extended text which forms 

the main proposal for funding. 

Who is the Artist Statement for? 

The Artist Statement is for a range of people who may be introduced to your work through 

several different routes: 

 On the website 

 The degree show 

 The panel awarding grants: Creative Scotland, Local Authority, Charitable Trust or 

Foundation 

 Open competitions proposals 

 Exhibition or project proposal to a public or private gallery 

 An artist's residency or project proposal  

 The press  

Artists selling their work directly sometimes provide their artist statement and biography with 

the work. This is useful as it enables a buyer to talk more eloquently about your work to 

others!  

What the Artist Statement is Not 

 Text with the tone and language of an advertisement 

 An essay or review  

 Your CV (although it may accompany your CV)  

 A piece of text that once written should never be changed (as your artistic practice 

develops it is important that you review and refresh your statement to reflect your 

artistic development). 

 Interpretation of your work  

How to Write an Artist Statement 

 The Artist Statement is usually written in the first person. 

 The Artist Statement can vary in length but is often half a page or a few lines; it 

should not be more than a page. 

 It may help to first write a long version covering everything that is important to 

communicate and then to distil the key points.  

 Be careful of jargon and `art speak'. The statement should be informative and clear, 

whoever the reader.  
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 Ask another artist to read over your statement, and perhaps someone who is not 

familiar with your work. 

After reading the Artist Statement people should have an understanding of what underpins 

your work, what makes it distinctive in approach, the application of ideas, the processes, 

choice of materials, treatment of subject matter, mode of presentation - and be keen to find 

out more! 

Further Information 

Visit www.sorchadallas.com/artists/4 for an example Artist Statement and you can also 

view the following Cultural Enterprise Office information resources as background reading: 

 Documenting & Presenting Your Work Guide 

 Contacting the Press & Media Guide 

 Do you have any advice on approaching galleries? 

Disclaimer: Cultural Enterprise Office is not responsible for any advice or information provided by 

any external organisation referenced in this document. 

http://www.sorchadallas.com/artists/4
http://culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/website/search_all.asp?article_type=Factsheet&UP=TYPE_F&search_box=&main_activity=&spec_activity=&main_artform=&spec_artform=&NAV_SELECTED=&type=events&item=2730#2730
http://culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/website/search_all.asp?article_type=Factsheet&UP=TYPE_F&search_box=press&main_activity=&spec_activity=&main_artform=&spec_artform=&NAV_SELECTED=&type=events&item=8647#8647
http://culturalenterpriseoffice.co.uk/website/search_all.asp?article_type=FAQs&UP=TYPE_F&search_box=&main_activity=&spec_activity=&main_artform=&spec_artform=&NAV_SELECTED=&type=events&item=7860#7860

